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Multilayer electrodeposition of Pt onto 1–2 nm
Au nanoparticles using a hydride-termination
approach†

Aliya S. Lapp and Richard M. Crooks *

Here we report on hydride-terminated (HT) electrodeposition of Pt multilayers onto ∼1.6 nm Au nano-

particles (NPs). The results build on our earlier findings regarding electrodeposition of a single monolayer

of Pt onto Au NPs and reports relating to HT Pt electrodeposition onto bulk Au. In the latter case, it was

found that electrodeposition of Pt from a solution containing PtCl4
2− can be limited to a single monolayer

of Pt atoms if it is immediately followed by adsorption of a monolayer of H atoms. The H-atom capping

layer prevents deposition of Pt multilayers. In the present report we are interested in comparing the struc-

ture of NPs after multiple HT Pt electrodeposition cycles to the bulk analog. The results indicate that a

greater number of HT Pt cycles are required to electrodeposit both a single Pt monolayer and Pt multi-

layers onto these Au NPs compared to bulk Au. Additionally, detailed structural analysis shows that there

are fundamental differences in the structures of the AuPt materials depending on whether they are pre-

pared on Au NPs or bulk Au. The resulting structures have a profound impact on formic acid oxidation

electrocatalysis.

Introduction

In this article, we investigate the use of a hydride-termination
(HT) method for the electrodeposition of multiple Pt layers
onto small (∼1 to 2 nm) Au nanoparticles (NPs). Compared to
HT growth on bulk two-dimensional Au surfaces,1–4 we find
that a greater number of electrodeposition steps is required to
achieve a single, complete Pt layer, and subsequent Pt multi-
layers, on Au NPs. Moreover, we find that incremental changes
in Pt coverage on Au NPs significantly impact electrocatalytic
activity for formic acid oxidation (FAO).

The foregoing results are important for the following
reasons. First, core@Pt-shell NPs provide a means for mini-
mizing Pt loading in electrocatalytic devices.5–7 Therefore, it is
important to assess the viability of methods that can be used
for depositing thin Pt shells on NPs. Second, HT Pt electro-
deposition1 represents a promising alternative to other
core@Pt shell NP synthesis techniques, such as underpotential

deposition (UPD) followed by galvanic exchange (GE).6,8–16

This is because UPD/GE necessitates multiple steps and can
lead to NP contamination by residual UPD metal.15,17–20 The
HT approach bypasses these complications by using adsorbed
H (Hads) to control the extent of Pt electrodeposition.1 Third, our
results highlight an important difference in physical properties
(e.g., geometry) between bulk-phase materials and small NPs.

Pt monolayer (ML) electrodeposition is complicated by the
fact that a direct approach typically leads to three-dimensional
Pt growth.21,22 A common method for circumventing this limit-
ation is to electrodeposit a ML of a metal known to provide
two-dimensional growth (e.g., UPD of Cu or Pb), and then gal-
vanically exchange the UPD metal for Pt.6,8–15 However, the
UPD/GE route can suffer from the types of problems noted
earlier.

HT Pt electrodeposition, pioneered by Moffat and co-
workers,1 is a rapid method for directly electrodepositing a Pt
ML onto a second metal substrate. This method consists of
three steps (Scheme 1). After cleaning the surface (Step 1), the
electrode potential is pulsed (Step 2) to a value wherein hydro-
gen evolution on Pt is diffusion limited. This latter condition
ensures that newly electrodeposited Pt atoms are quickly
capped by adsorbed Hads, which limits Pt growth to a single
ML. In Step 3, the electrode potential is pulsed positive to
remove the Hads layer. Steps 1 to 3 can be repeated to electro-
deposit Pt MLs onto bulk materials in an approximately layer-
by-layer fashion.1,2,4,23,24
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HT Pt electrodeposition has previously been demonstrated
on bulk Au,1,2,4,25 nanoporous Au,26,27 star-shaped dendritic
Au rods (DARs),23,24 Ni,3,28 and C-based substrates.29–32 HT
electrodeposition has also proven useful for Ir electrodeposi-
tion onto bulk Pt, Au, and Ni,33 and for synthesizing PtCoNi
alloys.34 Despite the success of the HT method on these sub-
strates, its application on NPs is much less developed.
Recently, however, our group examined HT Pt electrodeposi-
tion on ∼1.6 nm Au NPs.35 On the basis on Moffat’s findings
of near-ML Pt coverage (75 to 85%) on bulk Au,1,2 we expected
to find similar structures for Au NPs. A combination of experi-
mental and theoretical investigations revealed, however, that
the resulting AuPt NPs were quasi-random alloys rather than
well-defined core@shell structures.35 Moreover, density func-
tional theory-molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) based simu-
lations suggested that the structural divergence between the Pt
MLs electrodeposited on bulk Au vs. Au NPs stemmed from
inherently dissimilar structural flexibilities.35 Specifically, the
enhanced structural flexibility of small Au NPs was predicted
to lead to alloying via rapid (7.5 ps) Pt absorption into the Au
lattice. In contrast, the rigidity of bulk Au was predicted to
support a segregated Pt ML.

Despite these interesting findings, several questions about
the HT Pt electrodeposition process on Au NPs remained
unanswered. For example, how many Pt atoms are able to
absorb into the Au NP lattice before a structure having a com-
plete Pt shell is produced? Indeed, is it even possible to use
the HT method to prepare core@complete-shell NP structures
using multiple HT pulses? The present study addresses these
questions.

The growth of consecutive Pt MLs on bulk Au2,4 and star-
shaped DARs23,24 via the HT method has been used to study
the effect of Pt layer thickness on the electrocatalytic FAO
reaction,2,23 the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR),2,24 and
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).4 A few trends are evident

from these reports. First, for bulk Au, a complete Pt ML is
obtained after one or two iterations of the potential-pulse
sequence shown in Scheme 1.1–4 Second, the number of Pt
layers electrodeposited corresponds closely with the number of
HT Pt electrodeposition pulses.1–3 In contrast, when the geo-
metry is changed to star-shaped DARs, 15 iterations of
Scheme 1 are required to obtain a complete Pt ML and 30 iter-
ations are needed for the second ML.23,24 These results indi-
cate that substrate geometry plays an important role in the HT
process. Given the promise of the HT method as a less compli-
cated, more versatile, and more direct alternative to UPD/GE
for Pt ML electrodeposition, the nuances of its mechanism at
different scales and on different geometries are crucial to its
widespread application.

In this report, we extend our earlier study, which involved
the structure of AuPt NPs produced using a single electrodepo-
sition pulse on ∼1.6 nm Au NPs,35 to structural evaluation of
AuPt NPs prepared using multiple HT pulses. The results of
this study provide the following insights. First, electro-
chemistry, TEM, and XPS indicate that a nearly complete Pt
ML is obtained after 3 to 5 pulses. This level of Pt coverage
onto small Au NPs, even after this number of electrodeposition
steps, is not a foregone conclusion given the high energy
associated with corner and edge sites on the Au NPs and the
demonstrated propensity for AuPt NP alloying.35 Second, the
fact that a AuPt-core@Pt-shell structure can be obtained, as
opposed to the alloy-like structure produced upon a single HT
pulse,35 unlocks the advantages of the HT Pt electrodeposition
method for NPs. Third, the number of HT pulses (3 to 5)
needed to electrodeposit each Pt ML differs from bulk Au (1 to
2 pulses) and DARs (15 pulses). These results suggest that size
and geometry play an important role in the HT method.
Fourth, FAO activity is enhanced (5 to 110×) relative to bulk Pt
and is tunable based on the number of Pt pulses applied: 1
and 10 HT pulses yield the highest and lowest activity,
respectively.

Experimental section
Chemicals and materials

A 9.0 wt% solution of generation 6.0, poly(amidoamine) den-
drimers (G6-NH2) in methanol was acquired from Dendritech,
Inc. (Midland, MI). The methanol was removed by evaporation,
and the dendrimers were re-dissolved in water to yield a
100 μM aqueous stock solution. HAuCl4 (≥99.9%), NaBH4

(99.9%), formic acid (88 to 91%), H2SO4 (95 to 98%), HPLC
grade isopropanol (99.9%), and a standardized NaOH solution
(0.50 M) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. NaCl, K2PtCl4
(99.9%), and aqueous 70% HClO4 were obtained from Fisher
(New Jersey, USA). All solutions were made using deionized
(DI) Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm; Millipore, Bedford, MA).
Vulcan carbon (EC-72R) was from ElectroChem, Inc. (Woburn,
MA).

Grids for TEM (catalog numbers CF400-Cu-UL and LC400-
Cu-UL) were purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences

Scheme 1 Illustration showing the pulse sequence used for the HT
method.
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(Gibbstown, NJ). All electrodes and a 700E potentiostat were
acquired from CH Instruments (Austin, TX). The counter,
working, and reference electrodes were a glassy carbon rod, a
3.0 mm glassy carbon electrode (GCE), and Hg/Hg2SO4 (MSE),
respectively. However, all potentials were converted to the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale.

Synthesis and characterization of Au147 dendrimer-encapsu-
lated nanoparticles (DENs)

Au147 DENs (2.0 μM) were synthesized using a two-step pro-
cedure. First, 0.147 mL of HAuCl4 (20.0 mM) was added drop-
wise, with vigorous stirring, to a solution containing 0.200 mL
of G6-NH2 dendrimers (100 μM) and 8.65 mL of Milli-Q water.
Second, <2 min after the first drop of HAuCl4 was added to the
dendrimer solution, 0.30 M NaOH (1.0 mL) was added to an
11-fold excess of NaBH4 (∼1.2 mg). The resulting mixture was
immediately transferred to the DENs reaction vial. Reduction
of the dendrimer–AuCl4

− composite led to a rapid color
change from light yellow to brown. After ∼7 min, the stir speed
was reduced, and the DENs vial was loosely capped. Excess
BH4

− in the DENs solution was deactivated in air for ≥12 h
and then the DENs were characterized.

Au147 DENs were characterized using UV-Vis spectroscopy
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). UV-Vis spec-
troscopy was performed using a Hewlett-Packard 8453 spectro-
meter, a 2.0 mm quartz cuvette, and Milli-Q water as a refer-
ence. For TEM, 2.0 μL of the 2.0 μM Au147 DENs solution was
dropcast onto a carbon-film-coated Cu grid (CF400-Cu-UL) and
dried in air. Standard TEM was carried out using a JEOL 2010F
TEM with 0.19 nm point-to-point resolution and an operating
voltage of 200 kV. Aberration corrected scanning TEM (acSTEM)
and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using
a JEOL NEOARM TEM using an operating voltage of 80 kV and
a point-to-point STEM resolution at 80 kV of 0.11 nm.

Electrochemical synthesis and characterization of AuPt DENs

GCEs were polished successively using 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 µm
alumina (2 min per thickness). Subsequent sonication in Milli-
Q water (10 min) was used to remove excess alumina from the
electrode surface. VC-based inks for electrochemistry were pre-
pared using the following components: ∼1.0 mg VC, 0.20 mL
of isopropanol, and 1.0 mL of 2.0 µM Au147 DENs. Prior to
addition of the DENs, the VC and isopropanol were sonicated
together until a homogeneous slurry was obtained (∼10 to
15 min). This step aids in dispersion of the hydrophobic VC
before it contacts the aqueous DENs solution. After the DENs
were added to the VC slurry, the resulting mixture was soni-
cated for an additional 10 to 15 min. Once the electrochemical
ink was prepared, 6.0 µL was dropcast onto a polished 3.0 mm
GCE and dried under gently flowing N2.

Electrochemical cleaning of the Au147 DENs was carried out
using cyclic voltammetry (CV; 20 cycles) in N2-purged 0.10 M
HClO4. The electrode potential was scanned from 0.70 V to
1.57 V and then back to 0 V, at a scan rate of 200 mV s−1.
Subsequently, the Au surface area was characterized using the

same parameters, but for just three CV cycles and at a scan
rate of 100 mV s−1.

After Au surface cleaning and characterization, Pt was electro-
deposited using the HT method1,35 in an N2-purged, pH 4.0 solu-
tion containing 0.50 M NaCl and 3.0 mM K2PtCl4. The electro-
deposition procedure followed that shown in Scheme 1, except
that a shorter time (1.0 s) was used for Step 3. For 1 HT pulse,
the electrode potential was held at 0.86 V for 30.0 s (Step 1),
−0.34 V for 1.0 s (Step 2), and then 0.86 V for 1.0 s (Step 3). For
multiple HT pulses, Steps 1 to 3 were repeated multiple times.

Following HT Pt electrodeposition, a three-step rinsing pro-
cedure was used: ∼20 s in 250 mL of Milli-Q water, 5 min in
0.10 M HClO4 with vigorous stirring, and ∼5 s in 20 mL of
Milli-Q water. As we showed in a previous publication,35 this
rinsing procedure prevents adventitious Pt NP formation on
the GCE upon subsequent electrochemical cycling. The AuPt
NP surfaces were characterized by CV in N2-purged 0.10 M
HClO4 at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1. The scan parameters were
identical to those used for Au147 surface characterization,
except that a total of nine cycles were used. After surface
characterization, the GCE was rinsed in Milli-Q water and then
swiped over the surface of a lacey carbon-coated Cu TEM grid
(LC400-Cu-UL) for imaging by TEM.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

A Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer (Chestnut Ridge, NY)
equipped with an Al Kα source was used for XPS measure-
ments. XPS samples were prepared on TEM grids; after electro-
chemical characterization and rinsing, the surfaces of the
GCEs containing the AuPt DENs were swiped onto lacey
carbon-coated Cu TEM grids. Care was taken to fully coat the
TEM grid to ensure an adequate XPS signal-to-noise ratio. XPS
spectra utilized a band pass energy of 20 eV and a step size of
0.10 eV. Peak positions were calibrated relative to C 1s (284.5
eV).11,36,37 A Gaussian/Lorentzian model (GL90) was used to fit
the Au 4f peaks, whereas the Pt 4f peaks were fit using an
asymmetric Lorentzian model: LA (1.2, 85, 70).

Formic acid oxidation (FAO)

Prior to FAO, a control CV was recorded in N2-purged, 0.50 M
H2SO4. Specifically, the electrode was immersed under poten-
tial control at 0.01 V. The potential was then cycled two times
from 0.01 to 1.26 V and then back to 0.01 V at a scan rate of
10.0 mV s−1. After the control CV was recorded, the GCE was
removed from the cell and rinsed. Formic acid (0.50 M) was
then added to the cell and mixed using N2 agitation. The same
steps as for the control CV were then repeated except, to be
consistent with the original report of HT Pt electrodeposition
on macro surfaces, 20 cycles were recorded.2

Results and discussion
Electrochemical synthesis and characterization of AuPt DENs

Au147 DENs were synthesized as described in the Experimental
section. Briefly, 147 equiv. of HAuCl4 were added dropwise to
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an aqueous G6-NH2 solution with rapid stirring, and then the
resulting mixture was reduced with an 11-fold excess of
NaBH4. Our previous studies have shown that this synthesis
yields ∼1 to 2 nm Au NPs that are sterically trapped within the
dendrimer and that experience minimal chemical interactions
with the dendrimer.7,12,35,38–40 The Au147 DENs synthesized in
the present report have a size distribution of 1.6 ± 0.3 nm
(Fig. 1a), which is consistent with the theoretically predicted
size for a perfect Au147 cuboctahedron (1.6 nm).12,13

Fig. 2a presents a series of CVs obtained as a function of
the number of HT pulse sequences (Scheme 1) applied to the
GCE-immobilized Au147 DENs. The purple trace was obtained
prior to Pt electrodeposition. The only notable features are an
anodic current positive of ∼1.3 V, arising from surface oxi-
dation of the Au147 DENs, and the corresponding AuOx

reduction peak (Peak P1) at ∼1.1 V. Integration of the area
under this latter peak (expanded view in Fig. 2b) and conver-
sion of charge to the Au electrochemically active surface area
(ECSA), using the generally accepted factor of 390 μC cm−2,13,41

yields an average of 0.26 ± 0.03 cm2 (based on 12 independent
experiments).

HT Pt electrodeposition onto the Au147 DEN cores was
carried out as described in the Experimental section using the
method outlined in Scheme 1. The black trace in Fig. 2a was
obtained following 1 HT Pt electrodeposition pulse. Compared
to the purple CV, Peak P1 decreases and two new peaks
emerge: PtOx reduction (Peak P2) and Pt-H adsorption/desorp-
tion (Pt-hydride; Peaks labeled P3). This general trend con-
tinues after 3, 5, and 10 HT pulses. For example, Peak P2
increases in magnitude and its potential shifts slightly posi-
tive. This positive shift as a function of pulse number is con-
sistent with previous results obtained for increasing coverages
of Pt on Au NPs.42,43 Additionally, the P3 peaks also grow as a
function of the number of HT pulses.

With regard to the Au-related peaks, it is apparent that the
area under Peak P1 is still significant after 1 HT pulse. This
finding is consistent with our earlier report that focused on
just a single HT pulse, and it clearly indicates that the NP
surface consists of both Au and Pt atoms.35 After 3 and 5 HT
pulses, however, the area under Peak P1 becomes very small
(Fig. 2b), suggesting nearly complete Pt coverage of the original
Au core. To summarize the qualitative trends in Fig. 2a and b,
the Au NP surface is nearly completely covered by Pt after 3 to
5 HT pulses, and more pulses simply expand the Pt shell. We
can learn more about the HT process, however, by quantitat-
ively examining Fig. 2a and b. For this purpose, we introduce
several parameters related to Pt coverage: θPt, the Pt : Aui ECSA
ratios, NAu,surf, and %Ptsurf, all of which are defined in Table 1.

Three quantitative trends confirm the conclusions reported
in the previous paragraph. First, the Pt coverage (θPt, Table 1)
approaches unity after 3 (θPt = 0.83 ± 0.02) to 5 (θPt = 0.91 ±
0.01) HT pulses (Fig. 2c), confirming that the original Au NP
surface is nearly completely covered by Pt. Second, the rate of
change in θPt (Fig. S1†) slows as a function of the number of

pulses. Specifically,
dθPt
dp

approaches zero after 5 HT pulses.

Despite slowing growth in θPt, the Pt ECSA (Table S1†) con-
tinues to increase with the number of pulses. Another way of
looking at this is to consider the Pt : Aui ECSA ratio (Table 1),
which increases from 1.8 ± 0.2 to 2.6 ± 0.1 after 5 and 10 HT
pulses, respectively. The experimental Pt : Aui ECSA ratios for 5
and 10 pulses match those theoretically predicted (Table S2†)
for one (1.8) and two (2.7) complete Pt MLs, respectively, on a
cuboctahedral Au147 NP core. Taken together, these trends
support the assertion that the NP shell consists of Pt multi-
layers after ≥5 HT pulses.

The third point is that the center of Peak P2 in Fig. 2a shifts
positive by 79 mV as the number of Pt electrodeposition pulses
increases from 1 to 10. As shown in Fig. 2d, about half of this
total shift occurs between pulses 1 and 3. The fact that smaller
shifts in the position of Peak P2 occur between 3 and 5 pulses
and 5 and 10 pulses suggests that the largest change in Pt elec-
tronic properties occurs between 1 and 3 HT pulses. This result
is consistent with a transition from sub-ML Pt coverage, where
the interplay of ligand, ensemble, and strain effects control the
potential at which Pt oxidation occurs,2,4 to nearly complete ML
coverage (after 3 to 5 pulses) where strain effects dominate (and
diminish as the number of MLs increase).4,44

Although multiple HT pulses are required to fully cover
Au147 NPs with Pt, the fact that complete Pt coverage is ulti-
mately obtained (after ∼5 pulses) is significant for two
reasons. First, Au147 NPs have a much greater proportion of
high energy sites than bulk Au (i.e., 65% corner plus edge
atoms).13,19,45 The results in Table 1 show that after 3 HT
pulses there are 16 naked surface Au atoms (NAu,surf = 16). This
value is much smaller than the total number of corner and
edge sites (60) on Au147 NPs, and therefore we conclude that
the majority of the high-energy sites are covered with Pt for ≥3
HT pulses. Furthermore, NAu,surf after 3 HT pulses is close to
the number of corner sites (12) present on the original Au147
NPs. It is possible that these corner sites are not receptive to Pt
deposition, and this could account for the slow increase in θPt
between 3 to 10 HT pulses.

Second, the Pt coverage obtained after 3 to 5 HT pulses (θPt
= 0.83 ± 0.02 to 0.91 ± 0.01, respectively) is greater than that
previously observed using either Pb UPD/Pt GE (∼0.50 to
0.57)12,13,46 or Cu UPD/Pt GE (∼0.70 to 0.80)11,12 to prepare
AuPt DENs from Au147 DEN cores. This result suggests that the
HT method is a viable alternative to UPD/Pt GE for Pt ML elec-
trodeposition on small Au NPs as long as a sufficient number
of pulses are used. Additionally, and as alluded to in the intro-
duction, the HT method avoids key complications associated
with UPD/Pt GE, such as residual UPD metal left on the Au
surface following GE,15,17–20 low Pt coverages,12,47,48 and the
need for multiple deposition solutions.18 Given that just a few
residual heteroatoms can alter the catalytic properties of
NPs,19 the HT method provides a cleaner route for synthesiz-
ing core@Pt shell electrocatalytic NPs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM micrographs of AuPt DENs synthesized using 1 to 10 HT
pulses, and the corresponding size-distribution histograms,
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Fig. 1 TEM micrographs and the associated size-distribution histograms for HT Pt electrodeposition onto Au147 DENs using the indicated number
of pulses. Each histogram was obtained by sizing 200 randomly selected NPs. Aberration-corrected STEM (acSTEM) micrographs of representative
particles are shown in the insets of the histograms.
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are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, theoretical predictions of
NP size as a function of the number of Pt MLs electrodeposited
are provided in Table S2.†

As discussed in the previous section, Fig. 1a indicates that
the average size distribution of the Au147 DENs prior to HT Pt
electrodeposition (0 pulses) is 1.6 ± 0.3 nm. Fig. 1b and c
demonstrate that both 1 and 3 HT pulses yield size distri-
butions of 2.6 ± 0.5 nm. Although this size distribution is
larger than predicted for a perfect cuboctahedral 309 atom
Au@Pt NP (2.3 nm), it is, within error, the same as we have
reported for electrodeposition of a single Pt layer on Au140 (2.5
± 0.4 nm)14 and Au147(2.4 ± 0.4 nm)12 DENs using UPD/Pt GE.
This value is also similar to the one we have previously
reported for a single HT pulse on Au147 DENs (2.8 ± 0.6 nm).35

The fact that 1 and 3 HT pulses yield equivalent AuPt NP size
distributions is consistent with the electrochemical results,
which showed that at least 3 HT pulses are required to electro-
deposit a nearly complete Pt ML.

Fig. 2 (a) CVs recorded before and after HT Pt electrodeposition onto Au147 DENs using the indicated number of pulses. Peaks P1, P2, and P3
correspond to AuOx reduction, PtOx reduction, and Pt-H adsorption/desorption (Pt-hydride) peaks, respectively. (b) Expanded view of Peaks P1,
showing that the Au147 NP surface is nearly completely covered after 3 to 5 HT pulses. (c) Pt coverage (θPt) as a function of pulse number. (d) The
position of Peak P2 as a function of pulse number. The electrolyte was N2-purged 0.10 M HClO4 and the scan rate was 100 mV s−1.

Table 1 Electrochemical surface characterization parameters for HT Pt
electrodeposition onto Au147 DENs using the indicated number of
pulses. Pt coverage, θPt, was calculated as 1 − (Auf ECSA/Aui ECSA) and
represents the fraction of the original Au surface atoms covered by Pt.
ECSAs for Au before (Aui) and after (Auf) HT Pt electrodeposition, as well
as the associated Pt ECSAs and total AuPt NP ECSAs (ECSAtot = Auf ECSA
+ Pt ECSA) for each pulse number, are provided in Table S1.† Pt : Aui is
the ratio of the Pt ECSA to the original Au ECSA. NAu,surf is the number of
naked Au surface atoms present after HT Pt electrodeposition and was
calculated as (1 − θPt) multiplied by the number of surface atoms on the
Au147 core (92). The %Ptsurf is the percentage of the NP surface atoms
that are Pt and was calculated as the Pt ECSA, divided by ECSAtot, and
then multiplied by 100%

Pulses θPt Pt : Aui NAu,surf %Ptsurf

1 0.57(3) 0.62(3) 40 59(3)
3 0.83(2) 1.25(1) 16 88(1)
5 0.91(1) 1.8(2) 8 96(1)
10 0.97(1) 2.6(1) 3 99.0(4)
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The size distribution for the AuPt DENs synthesized using 5
HT pulses (Fig. 1d) is 3.0 ± 0.5 nm. This size agrees well with
the theoretically predicted size for the deposition of 2 ML of Pt
on Au147 (2.8 nm). The size distribution for 10 HT pulses
(Fig. 1e) is 3.3 ± 0.6 nm, which is in close agreement with the
size theoretically predicted for the deposition of 3 ML of Pt on
Au147 (3.4 nm). These TEM results are, within 1 ML, the same
as that determined electrochemically. As discussed in the next
section, the TEM results also closely match XPS data.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

The NPs used in this study are sufficiently small that XPS pro-
vides elemental composition of the entire NP rather than just
the surface.49,50 In contrast, the foregoing electrochemical ana-
lysis provides information about just the surface composition.
By correlating the XPS and electrochemical results, therefore,
it is possible to draw conclusions about NP structure.

XPS spectra for the AuPt DENs synthesized using 1 to 10 HT
pulses are shown in Fig. 3a. Data for the naked Au147 DENs (0
pulses) are also shown. The Au and Pt atomic percentages for
each NP composition (Fig. 3b) were obtained by integrating
the Au 4f and Pt 4f peaks. The number of Pt MLs electrodepos-
ited on Au147 after each HT pulse (Fig. S2†) was estimated by
comparing the experimental compositions to theoretically
computed values that assume all Pt is present in the outermost
layers of the NPs (i.e., does not alloy into the core; Table S2
and Fig. S3†).

For 1 HT pulse, comparison of Fig. 3b and S3† shows that
the percentage of Pt determined by XPS, 39 atomic%, is
insufficient to account for electrodeposition of one complete
ML of Pt (52 atomic%, Table S2†) onto an Au147 core. The mis-
match in the number of MLs (Fig. S2†) calculated using the
XPS (0.78 ML) and electrochemistry (θPt = 0.57) data suggests
that a fraction of the Pt atoms is alloyed within the NP core.
This result is consistent with our past analysis for a single HT
pulse on Au147.

35

For 3 HT pulses, comparison of Fig. 3b and S3† shows that
the amount of Pt electrodeposited (61 atomic%) is 9% greater
than predicted for a single complete Pt ML (52%; Table S2†).
However, given that the electrochemical results (Table 1) indi-
cate that only ∼88% of the surface atoms are Pt after 3 HT
pulses, a fraction of the Pt atoms (∼45) either alloy into the
core or are present as the beginning (∼0.2 ML) of a second Pt
shell.

After 5 HT pulses, the Pt composition determined by XPS
(71 atomic%) is close to that expected for deposition of 2 ML
of Pt on Au147 (74% atomic Pt, Table S2 and Fig. S3†). These
results are also in accord with the TEM data discussed earlier,
which indicated an average NP size of 3.0 nm. This value is
close to that expected for the deposition of 2 ML of Pt
(2.8 nm).

For 10 HT pulses, the Pt composition (84 atomic%) exactly
matches the expectation for Au147 having a Pt shell that is 3
ML thick (Table S2 and Fig. S3†). TEM data also support this
structure: the average NP size (3.3 nm) is very close to that pre-
dicted for 3 ML of Pt on Au147 (3.4 nm).

The number of HT pulses (3 to 5) required to electrodeposit

a single ML of Pt (θPt approaches 1.0,
dθPt
dp

� 0, and atomic%

Pt ∼ 52%) on the Au147 NP surface differs from both bulk Au (1
to 2 pulses)1–4 and star-shaped DARs (15).23,24 Similarly, the
number of HT pulses required to electrodeposit a second Pt
ML (5 to 10 pulses) also differs from bulk Au (2 to 3 pulses)1–3

and star-shaped DARs (30).23,24 Accordingly, geometry appears
to be an important consideration for HT Pt electrodeposition.
This may be because small Au NPs have an increased tendency
to alloy with deposited Pt relative to bulk Au.12,35 Indeed, we
have previously shown that a single HT pulse on Au147 NPs
results in an AuPt alloy structure.35 In that case, theoretical cal-
culations predicted that alloying would occur via absorption of
Pt into the Au147 NP lattice, which is more flexible than that of
bulk Au.35

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

Single-particle EDS for the AuPt DENs prepared using 10 HT
pulses is shown in Fig. 4. A core@shell structure is observed
(Fig. 4a), with Pt (Fig. 4b) concentrated towards the edges and

Fig. 3 (a) XPS spectra in the Au 4f and Pt 4f regions for HT Pt electro-
deposition onto the Au147 DENs using the indicated number of pulses.
(b) Au and Pt atomic compositions as a function of pulse number. The
data were obtained by integrating the peaks in (a).
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Au (Fig. 4c) at the center of the NP. The line profiles extracted
from the combined map (Fig. 4d) and recorded directly (to
increase the line profile counts; Fig. S4†) confirm this
assessment.

EDS maps for 1, 3, and 5 pulses are shown in Fig. S5–S8.†
These maps are less conclusive than those for 10 HT pulses
due to smaller NP sizes and corresponding lower EDS counts.
Additionally, the smallest AuPt DENs (prepared using 1 to 3
HT pulses) were easily damaged by the electron beam. As a
result, it was challenging to find a sufficient number of NPs
that were stable under the beam to collect the statistics necess-
ary for definitive conclusions. With these caveats in mind, EDS
maps for 1 HT pulse (Fig. S5a–S5c†) suggest an alloy structure,
as indicated by overlapping Pt and Au signals. The line scan
(Fig. S5d†) extracted from the map in Fig. S5a† supports this
claim. However, low counts in Fig. S5d† prevent definitive con-
clusions. Direct line scans (as opposed to extraction from the
map) over half of the NP provide higher counts and resolution,
due to lower collection times and the greater number of points
collected per nm. An atomic resolution line scan of the AuPt
DENs synthesized via 1 HT pulse (Fig. S6†) suggests that alloy-

ing is localized in the NP shell. In other words, 1 HT pulse
appears to lead to a surface alloy, which is consistent with our
previous report for 1 HT pulse on Au147 DENs.

35

An EDS map for the AuPt DENs synthesized using 3 HT
pulses is shown in Fig. S7.† For the combined Au plus Pt map,
it appears that Pt is localized in the NP shell (Fig. S7a†). Two
cautionary points should be mentioned, however. First, if a Pt
shell is present, it is not complete, as indicated by the pres-
ence of a few regions in the outermost layer of the NP that are
dominated by Au atoms (green pixels). This result supports the
electrochemical data discussed earlier, which showed that
∼17% of the NP surface is Au. Second, although the combined
Au plus Pt map looks core@shell-like, the individual Pt and Au
maps (Fig. S7b and S7c†) indicate that this is an oversimplifi-
cation. For example, Fig. S7b† reveals that Pt is present
throughout the NP, while Fig. S7c† suggests more preference
for Au in the NP core than in the shell. Taken together, the
EDS data suggest that the most appropriate structure is that of
an alloy core@Pt shell.

To gain further clarity about the 3 HT-pulse structure,
atomic resolution line scans were obtained (Fig. S7d†). It

Fig. 4 Single-particle EDS maps for HT Pt electrodeposition onto Au147 DENs using 10 pulses. (a) Superposition of the Pt and Au element maps. Pt
and Au are shown in red and green, respectively. Individual element maps for (b) Pt and (c) Au. (d) Line profile extracted from the map in (a). The
direction of the line scan along the associated map is shown in the inset and is indicated by the arrow. An additional, higher resolution line profile is
provided in Fig. S4.† A core@shell structure is evident in both the maps and the line scans.
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should be noted that the oscillations in the Pt signals align
roughly with the spacing between the atomic columns. As
shown in Fig. S7d,† the first ∼0.3 nm (first atomic column) of
the line scan is predominantly Pt. This suggests the presence
of a Pt shell in the outermost layer of the NP, given that an
∼0.3 nm increase per side (∼0.6 nm total) is expected
(Table S2†) upon the deposition of a single Pt ML on an ideal
cuboctahedral Au147 NP. Beyond this point (>0.3 nm), the Pt
EDS counts remain approximately constant, while the Au EDS
counts increase. Approximately equal Pt and Au EDS counts in
the center of the NP suggest that the NP core is alloyed. We
reiterate, however, that our conclusions are limited by the
small number of line scans that were collected (N = 6 line
scans for 3 HT pulses).

EDS maps for 5 HT pulses are shown in Fig. S8a–S8c,† and
here a clearer core@shell-like structure is observed. An atomic
resolution line scan (Fig. S8d†) confirms the presence of a Pt
shell for 5 pulses. Specifically, Pt is present within the first two
atomic columns, suggesting 2 ML of Pt in the shell. Beyond
that point, Au and Pt are mixed. This result agrees with the
number of Pt MLs predicted by XPS for 5 HT pulses. We do
note, however, that some heterogeneity in shell thickness is
observed (e.g., Fig. S8e†). For the eight line scans obtained for
the 5 HT-pulse NPs, the average Pt shell thickness is 0.6 ±
0.2 nm on either side of the Au NP core (adding ∼1.2 nm total
diameter to the NP). Using the expected size changes predicted
upon Pt deposition on Au147 NPs as a guide (Table S2†), the Pt
shell thickness estimated by EDS corresponds to ∼1 to 3 ML of
Pt.

To summarize, although a single HT pulse on Au147 DENs
generates an alloy, as supported here and in our previous
report,35 EDS shows that the structure transforms to core@-
shell after 5 to 10 HT pulses. The fact that alloying is observed
for 1 to 3 HT pulses, but that 10 pulses results in an Au@Pt
core@shell structure is not completely surprising. It is well
known that bulk Au and Pt are immiscible over a broad com-
positional range.51 Although AuPt alloying can be facilitated by
NP size effects,35,52 previous theoretical simulations have
shown that 2.7 to 4.3 nm AuPt NPs transition to a core@shell
structure when atomic% Pt surpasses ∼60%.52 This prediction
is consistent with the transition to a core@shell structure in
the present report (5 to 10 HT pulses; Fig. 3b).

Formic acid oxidation (FAO) electrocatalysis

The preceding sections showed that multilayer HT Pt electro-
deposition onto Au147 DENs leads to different structures than
on bulk Au1–4 or star-shaped DARs.23,24 The present section
serves to compare the implications of these differences for
FAO catalysis and to further validate the structural assign-
ments made earlier.

The FAO experiments were carried out using Au147 DENs
subjected to 1, 3, 5, and 10 HT pulses. Specifically, CVs were
obtained by cycling each AuPt DEN-modified electrode 20
times between 0.01 and 1.26 V in N2-purged 0.50 M H2SO4 con-
taining 0.50 M formic acid. To be consistent with previous FAO
studies obtained using HT-electrodeposited Pt MLs on bulk

Au2 and DARs,23 we focus only on the forward-going scan of
the 20th FAO CVs for each pulse sequence.

The two peaks in each forward-going scan of the FAO CVs
for the AuPt DENs prepared using 1 to 10 HT pulses are shown
in Fig. 5a. These peaks correspond to the two major FAO path-
ways: (1) direct oxidation to CO2 (eqn (1)), and (2) indirect oxi-
dation via a CO intermediate (eqn (2)).53–56

HCOOH� ! CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð1Þ

HCOOH� ! CO � þH2O� ! CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð2Þ

The peak potentials for the direct pathway for the AuPt
DENs (Ed, Table 2; larger peak in the range ∼0.42 to 0.52 V in
Fig. 5a) are negative of Ed for bulk Pt (∼0.57 to 0.59 V)2,46 and
for Pt-only DENs (∼0.58 V)46 regardless of the number of HT
pulses. As shown in Fig. 5b, however, Ed for the AuPt DENs
more closely approaches that of monometallic Pt as the
number of pulses increases. This suggests that the surface of
the NPs becomes increasingly Pt-like with each additional HT
pulse.

Fig. 5c shows the trend in the peak potentials for the indir-
ect pathway (Eind) as a function of pulse number. For the AuPt
DENs prepared using 1 to 3 HT pulses, Eind (Table 2; 0.905 to
0.926 V) is positive of bulk Pt (∼0.85 V).46 However, after 3 HT
pulses, Eind (0.905 ± 0.008 V) is close to that for Pt DENs
(∼0.91 V).46 This result supports the surface characterization
discussed earlier (Table 1), which showed nearly complete Pt
coverage (θPt = 0.83 ± 0.02) after 3 HT pulses. Comparison of
Fig. 5b and c shows that the position of Eind is less sensitive to
HT pulse number than Ed. Furthermore, the shifts in Eind for
the AuPt DENs relative to the corresponding values for bulk
Pt2,46 and Pt DENs46 are less pronounced than for Ed. These
results are consistent with a previous report showing similar
trends for AuPt DENs prepared by Pb UPD/Pt GE.46

The trends in FAO peak potentials as a function of HT
pulse number (Fig. 5b and c) are similar to the corresponding
trends for HT-electrodeposited Pt MLs on bulk Au.2 However,
in the latter case, the bulk Pt value for Ed was reached after 5
HT pulses.2 For the AuPt DENs reported here, even after 10 HT
pulses (2 to 3 ML of Pt), Ed (0.515 ± 0.009 V) remains negative
of that for bulk Pt2,46 and Pt DENs.46 This difference highlights
the structural distinctions between HT-electrodeposited Pt
MLs on small Au NPs and bulk Au.

In addition to shifts in FAO peak potentials, FAO activity
changes as a function of HT pulse number. A recent mechanis-
tic study showed that indirect FAO requires ensembles contain-
ing ≥2 adjacent Pt atoms to separately bind CO and OH disso-
ciated from the C–OH bond of carboxylate.54 Direct FAO, on
the other hand, requires just a single Pt atom.56–58 Thus, in
cases with sufficiently large Pt ensembles, the ratio of the
current densities for the direct ( jd) and indirect ( jind) peaks
(e.g., jd/jind) reflects the relative proportions of ensembles con-
taining multiple Pt atoms and single Pt atoms. The fraction of
sites containing single Pt atoms is governed by both Pt cover-
age and AuPt atom arrangement (e.g., alloy vs. core@shell).
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The AuPt DENs prepared with a single HT pulse exhibit the
highest activity (highest jd) and the greatest promotion of the
direct pathway (highest jd/jind) (Fig. 5d). The high jd/jind ratio

indicates extensive mixing of Au and Pt surface atoms; this
fact is consistent with the alloy structure previously deter-
mined for a single HT pulse on Au147 DENs.

35 As the HT pulse

Fig. 5 (a) FAO scans for the AuPt DENs synthesized via HT Pt electrodeposition onto Au147 DENs as a function of pulse number. Just the forward-
going scan of the 20th FAO CV is shown. Peak positions for the (b) direct (Ed) and (c) indirect (Eind) FAO pathways as a function of the number of HT
Pt electrodeposition pulses. (d) The ratio of the current densities associated with the direct ( jd) and indirect ( jind) FAO peaks. (e) The effects of FAO
cycling on the jd/jind ratios. (f ) Expanded view of (e) for just 3 to 10 HT pulses. In all cases the electrolyte was N2-purged 0.50 M H2SO4 containing
0.50 M formic acid. The scan rate was 10 mV s−1.
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number increases, both jd and jd/jind decrease in the direction
of the corresponding value for bulk Pt.2 Fig. 5d shows that the
rate of change in jd/jind as a function of pulse number
approaches zero after ∼5 HT pulses. Accordingly, the catalytic
data supports the conclusion drawn from the ECSA ratios and
XPS (Fig. S2†), that almost 1 Pt ML (θPt = 0.83 to 0.91 and
dθPt
dp

� 0) is achieved after 3 to 5 HT pulses. These results can

be understood using the framework of the ensemble effects
expected for each pulse number. Table 1 shows that the initial
number of surface Au atoms is small for 3 HT pulses (NAu,surf =
16), and becomes negligible thereafter (NAu,surf = 3 to 8 for 5 to
10 HT pulses). Therefore, due to the scarcity of surface Au
atoms, the influence of ensemble effects on FAO is expected to
be minimal after 3 to 5 pulses.54 In other words, the trends in
jd/jind as a function of HT pulse number (Fig. 5d) are in accord
with the trends in NAu,surf (Table 1). Furthermore, the fact that
the indirect FAO pathway becomes dominant ( jd/jind < 1) after
5 HT pulses is consistent with the structural motifs observed
via EDS.

To summarize, the individual jd/jind ratios for AuPt DENs
prepared using 1 to 10 HT pulses (Table 2) are ∼5 to 110×
higher than for FAO on bulk polycrystalline Pt under similar
electrochemical conditions.2 Likewise, jd/jind for the AuPt
DENs is ∼2-, 5-, and 7-fold greater than for HT Pt electrodepo-
sition onto bulk Au for 1, 3, and 5 HT pulses, respectively.2

This reflects the fact that there is not as close of a correspon-
dence between the number of HT pulses and the number of Pt
MLs on Au147 DENs as there is for bulk Au. For example, for
the AuPt DENs prepared using 10 HT pulses, jd/jind (0.25 ±
0.04) is closest to the corresponding bulk Au results for just 3
HT pulses ( jd/jind ∼ 0.3).2

Further corroboration of the number of Pt MLs determined
in the previous sections can be gained by comparing the
forward-going scans of the 20th FAO CVs (Fig. 5a) with the
forward-going scans of the first FAO CVs (Fig. S9a†).
Comparison of the values of θPt before (Table 1) and after
(Table S3†) recording 20 FAO CVs, shows that θPt decreases
upon FAO cycling. The magnitudes of the associated changes
in θPt (ΔθPt) are listed in Table S3.† A decrease in θPt upon
extended FAO cycling has previously been attributed to Pt dis-
solution and/or structural rearrangement via alloying.2,42 The

ΔθPt values in Table S3† agree well with those calculated (∼0.1
to 0.3 ML for the AuPt DENs) based on previous Pt dissolution
studies that employed similar electrochemical conditions.2,59

Whether dissolution or alloying, the surface Pt atoms
directly above or adjacent to Au atoms are the most vulnerable
to loss. Accordingly, a decrease in θPt is anticipated for AuPt
DENs having ≤1 ML of Pt (3 to 5 HT pulses) but not Pt multi-
layers (5 to 10 HT pulses). Table S3† shows that the values of
ΔθPt observed for 1 to 20 FAO cycles are consistent with these
hypotheses. Specifically, ΔθPt is significant (0.23 to 0.30) for 1
to 5 HT pulses, but it is negligible for 10 HT pulses (0.03 ±
0.01). These results help confirm the conclusion from the pre-
vious sections that 3 to 5 HT pulses are required to completely
cover the Au147 core with Pt.

The loss in surface Pt observed after 20 FAO cycles
enhances ensemble effects for the thinnest Pt layers by enrich-
ing the number of surface ensembles that contain both Au and
Pt. As mentioned earlier, multiple effects (ensemble, ligand,
and strain) are present for <1 ML of Pt on Au.4,60 For ≥1 ML of
Pt, however, strain dominates due to uniform surface ensem-
bles (all Pt) and a progressive lessening of the influence of
heteroatoms in atomic sub-layers.2,4 Thus, comparison of the
forward-going scans for the first and 20th FAO CVs aids decon-
volution of competing electrocatalytic factors.

Fig. 5e and f show that jd/jind doubles in going from 1 to 20
FAO cycles for the AuPt DENs having the highest values of ΔθPt
(1 to 3 HT pulses, black and blue data points, respectively;
Table S3†). In contrast, the AuPt DENs with the smallest values
of ΔθPt (5 to 10 HT pulses, green and red data points, respect-
ively) show little improvement in jd/jind. The correspondence
between altered catalytic activity and ΔθPt confirms the princi-
pal role of ensemble effects in catalytic improvement for the
FAO using AuPt DENs. Additionally, Fig. S9b and S9c† reveal
that Ed and Eind shift further away from the corresponding
values for bulk Pt2,46 and Pt DENs46 for 1 to 3 HT pulses (≤1
ML of Pt) after 20 FAO cycles. For 5 (1 to 2 ML of Pt) and 10 HT
pulses (2 to 3 ML of Pt), peak positions remain approximately
the same between one and 20 FAO cycles.

In summary, significant changes in jd/jind, Ed, and Eind
between one and 20 FAO cycles are only observed from 1 to 5
HT pulses. These results are consistent with conclusions about
the surface and atomic compositions determined from electro-
chemistry and XPS (Fig. S2†): ∼1 ML of Pt is electrodeposited
by 3 to 5 HT pulses and multilayers are electrodeposited for 5
to 10 HT pulses. We reiterate that this scenario is quite
different from the results obtained for HT Pt electrodeposition
onto bulk Au1–4 and DARs.23,24

Summary and conclusions

In this report, we have demonstrated several important points
relating to the HT Pt electrodeposition process. First, the appli-
cation of multiple HT Pt pulses to electrodeposit Pt multilayers
leads to significantly different results for small (∼1 to 2 nm)
Au NPs as compared to bulk Au1–4 and star-shaped DARs.23,24

Table 2 FAO-related parameters as a function of the number of HT Pt
electrodeposition pulses (1 to 10) for the forward-going scan of the 20th

FAO CV. Ed and Eind are the potentials of the peaks associated with the
direct and indirect FAO pathways, respectively. All potentials are
reported relative to RHE. The ratio of the current densities for the direct
( jd) and indirect ( jind) FAO peaks is represented by jd/jind. Current den-
sities are normalized to the Pt ECSA values in Table S3†

Pulses Ed (V) Eind (V) jd/jind

1 0.419(4) 0.926(4) 5.4(7)
3 0.45(1) 0.905(8) 1.6(3)
5 0.497(5) 0.893(3) 0.69(9)
10 0.515(9) 0.860(6) 0.25(4)
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Specifically, the number of HT pulses (3 to 5) required to elec-
trodeposit nearly one complete Pt ML is higher than for bulk
Au (1 to 2)1–4 but lower than for DARs (15).23,24 Similarly, the
threshold number of HT pulses (5 to 10) necessary for Pt mul-
tilayer electrodeposition onto small Au NPs also diverges from
that of bulk Au (2 to 3)1–4 and DARs (30).23,24 Thus, we find
that HT Pt electrodeposition is highly sensitive to the geometry
of the substrate.

Second, our results suggest that the HT method could serve
as a viable alternative to UPD/Pt GE for Pt ML electrodeposi-
tion on small Au NPs. Importantly, the HT method avoids
complications associated with the latter method such as
residual UPD metal and the necessity of using multiple depo-
sition solutions.15,17–20 Furthermore, the HT method is rapid,
requiring only ∼90 to 150 s (3 to 5 pulses) to electrodeposit ∼1
Pt ML onto Au NPs.

Third, we showed that application of multiple HT pulses (1
to 10) on Au NPs can be used to tune their catalytic activity for
the FAO. The ratio of the current densities for the direct and
indirect FAO processes are ∼5- to 110-fold greater than for
bulk Pt and also substantially higher than for HT Pt electrode-
position onto other types of Au substrates.2

The findings reported here have several possible exten-
sions. First, although our results suggested that the HT
method depends on geometry, NP size effects are likely also
important. Future studies, such as varying the size and geo-
metry of the Au NP substrate, will be aimed at deconvolving
these two factors. Additionally, facet selectivity might prove
important for larger NPs and/or more highly faceted sub-
strates. Second, the underlying mechanism for the AuPt
structures formed as a function of HT pulse number is
unclear at this point. This point will, however, be explored in
due course. Third, multilayer shells containing ≤3 MLs of Pt
on the Au NPs were studied in this first report. Examining Pt
multilayers having a greater number of MLs could help eluci-
date the boundary between AuPt NP and bulk Pt behavior.
Furthermore, the FAO is more heavily influenced by ensemble
effects than strain.2 Studying a reaction that is more sensitive
to the effects of strain (e.g., the ORR)4 could provide further
insight into determining the NP/bulk boundary in these
materials. Finally, application of HT Pt multilayer electrode-
position to NPs with different core metals (monometallic
and/or bimetallic) could broaden the scope of the results pre-
sented here.
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